# Technical Program

## PERIOD 1: 8:30a – 9:20a

### UC Basic Training  
**Unit Commissioner Basic Training (Complete)**  
Room 206  
Session Chair: George Kurata  
Instructor: Brandon Neuman  
This course offers the complete national syllabus for commissioner basic training at the unit level.

### Cub Basic Training  
**Cub Scout Leader-Specific Training**  
Room 105  
Session Chair: Cindy Sercel  
Instructor: Stephen Kalb  
This combination course, the famed Rose Bowl "Pack Attack", contains all of the training required for ALL adult leaders in cub scout packs, including cubmasters, den leaders, webelos leaders.

### Trainer's EDGE  
**Trainer's EDGE Lecture Component**  
Room 300  
Session Chair: Pat Moss  
Instructor: Pat Moss  
This course satisfies the trainer's EDGE requirement for trainers and wood badge staff. Participation requires attendance in all 3 morning sections and one of the two afternoon lab sections.

### BCS 101  
**Core Concepts of Commissioner Service**  
Room 301  
Session Chair: Stewart Lumb  
Instructor: Gary Hodgson  
At the end of this training a commissioner will be able to define & Identify the role and types of commissioners, describe the five commissioner focus areas, state the key skills needed to be a good commissioner, and apply this new knowledge and understanding for exceptional unit service.

### BCS 107  
**Journey to Excellence**  
Room 303  
Session Chair: Richard Feinberg  
Instructor: Joe Vierya  
JTE is the BSA’s tool for helping leaders plan their program, monitor progress and assess their Scouting success. Scouting success takes many forms, and JTE success employs a “balanced scorecard” as a result. The standards enable both large Scout units and small ones to succeed — as long as they provide good Scouting to youth.

### BCS 117  
**Commissioner & Unit Key 3**  
Room 100  
Session Chair: Steve Richard  
Instructor: Steve Richard  
In this course, we examine the roles of the unit key 3 and how commissioners work and coach each.

### BCS 156  
**Recruiting, Training and Recognizing the Roundtable Team**  
Room 103  
Session Chair: Gavin Christen  
Instructor: Rice Berkshire  
Properly recruiting, training and recognizing the roundtable team is vital to the success of all roundtables. One of the duties in the role as the district commissioner is to recruit, train, guide, and evaluate the required commissioner personnel of the district.

### BCS 230  
**Commissioner Self Assessment - How Are You Doing?**  
Room 106  
Session Chair: Cindy Basham  
Instructor: Cindy Basham  
This session will focus on self-evaluation of your commissioner performance. How to effectively review your unit service and how to reflect on your impact on the units you serve.

### BCS 260  
**Introduction to Scoutbook**  
Room 104  
Session Chair: Ethan Longhenry  
Instructor: Sabrina Saxton  
You've heard of Scoutbook, but what is it? How does it work? What benefits might it provide for a unit and for a commissioner? How do I get started?

### UOS/BCS 271  
**How to Have a Pinewood Derby**  
Room 600  
Session Chair: Linda O'Toole  
Instructor: Ryan Jones  
This class teaches tips on how to successfully hold a unit pinewood derby.
**UOS/BCS 277 Scout to 1st Class**  
Session Chair: Jeff Shrewsbury  
Instructor: Don Wyatt  
This class will show you how to help your scouts make it to First Class in 12 - 18 months

**UOS/BCS 281 Introducing Fishing into your Program**  
Session Chair: Brandon Mejia  
Instructor: Richard Anderson  
Who doesn’t like fishing? Learn from seasoned fisherman on how to implement fishing into your outdoor program.

**MCS 303 Managing Unit Service at the District Level**  
Session Chair: Ross Arnold  
Instructor: Heath Row  
In this course, we will review how commissioner tools can assist commissioners working at the district level understand how their units and commissioners are performing.

**MCS 306 Mentoring Skills**  
Session Chair: Larry Kirven  
Instructor: Peter & Jennifer Kurt  
The course will discuss the new mentoring model, differences of coaching and mentoring and how it applies to commissioner service.

**MCS 314 The Commissioner and the Professional**  
Session Chair: Rice Berkshire  
Instructor: Matt Flanagan  
In this course, learn more about the relationship between the commissioner and the professional. How can they work closely together to reach a common goal of providing quality service to units? What can the professional do to help the volunteer accomplish their goals and what can the commissioners do to help the professional accomplish their goals and fulfill their critical achievements?

**MCS 357 Managing Long Distance Roundtables**  
Session Chair: James Munos  
Instructor: Gary Tickel, Hal Frank  
This course will provide an understanding of the current resources available to enhance long distance roundtables.

**MCS 420 Commissioner Tools**  
Session Chair: Darin Sorrels  
Instructor: Darin Sorrels  
Learn how to navigate and use the tools that are needed as a commissioner to log unit visits. This course will look at everything Commissioner Tools from entering contacts and Roundtables to administrative actions like assigning units.

**UOS/MCS 487 Religious Emblems**  
Session Chair: Joy Torrero  
Instructor: Steve Engstrom  
A Scout is Reverent. Discover the various types of religious awards for scouts.

**DCS 501/502 Selecting a Thesis Topic and Limiting its Scope**  
Session Chair: Travis Williams  
Instructor: Travis Williams  
This discussion workshop will introduce those candidates who are beginning the DCS program to the process of proposing and preparing a DCS thesis.

**PERIOD 2: 9:30a – 10:20a**

**UC Basic (con't) Unit Commissioner Basic (continued from period 1)**  
Session Chair: George Kurata  
Instructor: Brandon Neuman

**Cub Basic (con't) Cub Basic (continued)**  
Session Chair: Cindy Sercel  
Instructor: Stephen Kalb

**EDGE (con't) EDGE Lecture (continued from period 1)**  
Session Chair: Pat Moss  
Instructor: Pat Moss

**BCS 102 Supporting Timely Charter Renewal**  
Session Chair: Stewart Lumb  
Instructor: Tona Cornelius  
At the end of this training a commissioner will be able to understand the process of charter renewal, identify the roles of the commissioner, charter partner, and unit leaders, and understand the consequences of failure

**BCS 108 Mining Internet Resources**  
Session Chair: Richard Feinberg  
Instructor: Gary Hodgson  
As a result of this session, participants will recognize internet resources with good information, select reliable websites for use, and summarize internet resources for unit and commissioner use.
**BCS 150 Roundtables in Commissioner Service**  
Session Chair: Steve Richard  
Instructor: John Norment  
Room 100

The course discusses how roundtable is to help units succeed by providing ideas, information on policy, and current information on council & district events and training opportunities. An effective roundtable is vital to the success of all commissioner service. This course reviews and reinforces how roundtables fit into the commissioner service structure by providing roundtable services to unit leaders.

**BCS 153 Roundtable and Commissioner Tools**  
Session Chair: Gavin Christen  
Instructor: Rice Berkshire  
Room 103

In this course, the participants will learn how to use the roundtable tab on Commissioner Tools. They will also learn to create power pivot table reports. For a participant to be fully engaged in the course they need to have a computer to be able to access Commissioner Tools.

**BCS 231 Emphasis on Duty to God in Scouting**  
Session Chair: Cindy Basham  
Instructor: Ron Ryan  
Room 106

A Scout is Reverent. Okay, so what does that mean? Scouting has a religious heritage and many units are sponsored by religious organizations. Commissioners may need to coach unit-level Scout Leaders on the use of existing resources to help Scout understand their duty to God. This session will address what BSA and Baden Powell say about Duty to God. It will cover where it plays a role in the Scouter application, the Scout Oath & Law, and advancement. We will cover the Religious Emblems Program, as well as religious roles for Scouts and Scouter in the Scouting program.

**UOS/BCS 272 Planning your Cub Scout Year**  
Session Chair: Linda O'Toole  
Instructor: Adi Petersen  
Room 600

In this class we will help you make your pack calendar interesting, fun, and full.

**UOS/BCS 278 Training your Youth Leaders to Lead**  
Session Chair: Jeff Shrewsbury  
Instructor: Marty Price  
Room 500

In this class we will discuss the role of the Scoutmaster in teaching junior leaders to excel in their positions.

**UOS/BCS 282 Knot Tying Made Easy**  
Session Chair: Brandon Mejia  
Instructor: Kymmer Crookston  
Center Circle Stage

This class teaches various knot tying methods for Scouts who struggle with knots.

**MCS 303 Managing Unit Service at the District Level**  
Session Chair: James Munos  
Instructor: Gary Tickel, Hal Frank  
Room 203

In this course, we will review how commissioner tools can assist commissioners working at the district level understand how their units and commissioners are performing.

**MCS 309 Good Commissioners Need Both Head and Heart**  
Session Chair: Larry Kirven  
Instructor: Peter & Jennifer Kurt  
Room 200

The objective of this session is to help commissioners with at least one or two years of experience reflect on some of the important qualities of good commissioner service (the “head”). The session also provides a variety of inspirational anecdotes for them to share with unit adults as well as other commissioners (the “heart”).

**MCS 313 Onboarding New Commissioners**  
Session Chair: Ross Arnold  
Instructor: Heath Row  
Room 201

In this class we will explain why we onboard commissioners, discuss what is included in onboarding process, and review the onboarding process for new commissioners.

**MCS 422 MyScouting Tools**  
Session Chair: Darin Sorrels  
Instructor: Darin Sorrels  
Lambert Library

There’s a lot of power in our online tool kit these days. Come learn how to unleash the full capabilities of my.scouting.org!

**MCS 430 A Beautiful Day in the Neighborhood**  
Session Chair: Debbie Spohn  
Instructor: Debbie Spohn  
Room 107

This is a primer in where to locate community events and how to leverage those events to your unit's advantage.

**MCS 461 Scoutbook Functions**  
Session Chair: Ethan Longhenry  
Instructor: Ethan Longhenry  
Room 104

Great! You've decided to use Scoutbook and have set up a unit. Now what? We will explore the different functions of Scoutbook and how to use them: advancement tracking, communications, planning, and reporting. Designed for Scouters and commissioners with a basic understanding of Scoutbook.
UOS/MCS 488 How to Successfully Start a New Unit  
Room 501
Session Chair: Joy Torrero  
Instructor: WLACC Staff
This class explains the proven steps on how to form a new unit.

MCS 497 Council President's Summit  
Room 401
Session Chair: Jay Rosenlieb  
Instructor: Jay Rosenlieb
This is an administrative meeting for council presidents.

DCS 503 Developing Your Project or Thesis  
Room 204
Session Chair: Travis Williams  
Instructor: Travis Williams
This will be a workshop in which we work together to develop thesis plans for our participants.

DCS 617 Council Finance  
Room 302
Session Chair: Rice Berkshire  
Instructor: Matt Flanagan
In this course, learn more about council finance and how to develop good practices. What to start, what to stop and what to keep.

PERIOD 3: 10:30a – 11:20a

UC Basic (cont') Unit Commissioner Basic (continued from period 1)  
Room 206
Session Chair: George Kurata  
Instructor: Brandon Neuman

Cub Basic (cont') Cub Basic (continued)  
Room 105
Session Chair: Cindy Sercel  
Instructor: Stephen Kalb

EDGE (cont') EDGE Lecture (continued from period 1)  
Room 300
Session Chair: Pat Moss  
Instructor: Pat Moss

BCS 103 Linking District Resources  
Room 301
Session Chair: Stewart Lumb  
Instructor: Gary Hodgson
At the end of this training a commissioner will be able to explain typical District structure and the functions of the District, know how to use the resources of the District to better support the units they serve, and utilize the Unit Service Plan when assessing the unit needs by identifying District resources.

BCS 109 The Essential Element (A Servant's Heart)  
Room 303
Session Chair: Richard Feinberg  
Instructor: Glenn Draper
At the end of this training a commissioner will be able to define the characteristics of servant leadership, understand a servant’s heart, and apply this concept in commissioner service.

BCS 117 Commissioner & Unit Key 3  
Room 302
Session Chair: Rice Berkshire  
Instructor: Keith Fairbrother
In this course, we examine the roles of the unit key 3 and how commissioners work and coach each.

BCS 154 Cub Scout Roundtables  
Room 100
Session Chair: Steve Richard  
Instructor: Bob Murillo
Cub Scout Roundtable is a valuable commissioner service for volunteers at the unit level. Roundtables provide leaders with program ideas, information on policy and events, and skill development opportunities. It is a forum for sharing experiences and enjoying fun and fellowship with other Cub Scout leaders. When skillfully executed, the roundtable experience will inspire, motivate, and enable unit leaders to provide a stronger program for their Scouts.

BCS 208a Scouts and Shooting Sports  
Room 103
Session Chair: Gavin Christen  
Instructor: Gavin Christen
Shooting sports with scouts what's allowed and what is not allowed.

BCS 232 Journey to Excellence - Not Just at Rechartering  
Room 106
Session Chair: Cindy Basham  
Instructor: Cindy Basham
This session will review the purpose and inspiration intended for the JTE program. Unit Commissioners are advocates for JTE and unit success. During this session we will review the resources available to unit commissioners for monitoring and inspiring unit program planning and review throughout the year.

UOS/BCS 273 Blue & Gold  
Room 600
Session Chair: Linda O'Toole  
Instructor: Adi Petersen
This class will teach you how to plan and execute a Blue & Gold Banquet.
**UOS/MCS 279 Order of the Arrow and Your Troop**
Room 500
Session Chair: Jeff Shrewsbury  Instructor: Josh Bryan
This course explores reasons why the OA could benefit your unit

**UOS/BCS 283 Dutch Oven Cooking 101**
Center Circle Stage
Session Chair: Brandon Mejia  Instructor: Sami Dahdal
This class includes Dutch oven cooking demo, tips, recipes, and more!

**MCS 311 All About the ADCs Role**
Room 200
Session Chair: Larry Kirven  Instructor: Marty Kvitky & Larry Kirven
This course will educate the audience on the purpose of the assistant district commissioner role and how it benefits commissioner services.

**MCS 351 How to Conduct the Annual Planning Session**
Room 201
Session Chair: Ross Arnold  Instructor: Heath Row
An effective roundtable annual plan is vital to the success of all roundtables. Every district and council should have an annual roundtable plan. This course will discuss annual roundtable planning in your district or council.

**MCS 358 Roundtables and Solving Unit Problems**
Room 203
Session Chair: James Munos  Instructor: Gary Tickel, Hal Frank
District roundtables have a unique position to help units and unit leaders solve their problems. A great roundtable team will deliver a quality event that encourages leaders to return each month.

**MCS 431 STEM Cub Scout Fun at Roundtable and in your Unit Program**
Room 107
Session Chair: Debbie Spohn  Instructor: David Kampa & Chuck Monaco
How to implement, modify and incorporate hands-on STEM activities at Roundtable and in your unit program. This course will provide program ideas that will encourage units to add STEM to their activities. Scouts love action - STEM will provide the action and the interest to keep them coming back.

**MCS 460 Scoutbook Laboratory**
Room 104
Session Chair: Ethan Longhenry  Instructor: Ethan Longhenry
Come and see Scoutbook in action! We will demonstrate aspects of the functionality of Scoutbook. Come with your questions and issues.

**MCS 497 Council President’s Summit**
Room 401
Session Chair: Jay Rosenlieb  Instructor: Jay Rosenlieb
This is an administrative meeting for council presidents.

**DCS 504 Project Thesis Open Workshop Forum**
Room 204
Session Chair: Travis Williams  Instructor: Travis Williams
This will be a workshop in which we work together to develop thesis plans for our participants.

**MCS 423 Online Registration**
Lambert Library
Session Chair: Darin Sorrels  Instructor: Darin Sorrels
Learn everything about managing membership registration online. From managing beascout.org, to getting leads, and sending and approving applications, find out how your units can be more efficient with new member registration.

**UOS 999 Life to Eagle**
Room 501
Session Chair: Joy Torrero  Instructor: Steven Arnold, Luanne Peterson
This class teaches youth scouts about the Life to Eagle process.

**PERIOD 4: 12:45p – 1:35p**

**EDGE Lab Trainer's EDGE Laboratory**
Room 300
Session Chair: Pat Moss  Instructor: Pat Moss
Instructor permission required. Inquire in period 1.

**MBC Merit Badge Counselor Training (two hours)**
Room 501
Session Chair: Joy Torrero  Instructor: Peter & Jennifer Kurt
This is the required training course for all merit badge counselors (part 1 of 2).
At the end of this training a commissioner will be able to describe how the concept of commissioner service is demonstrated in frequent unit contacts, identify ways to demonstrate good commissioner service as we serve as a coach/mentor and representative of the BSA, and explain the importance of using Commissioner Tools to record and manage unit contacts.

One of the duties in your role as the district commissioner as part of the District Key 3 is to recruit, train, guide, and evaluate the required commissioner personnel of the district. District commissioners take ownership of the district team of commissioners to ensure that all units are well cared for throughout the year. This course will focus on recruiting.

Scout Roundtable is a valuable commissioner service for volunteers at the unit level. Roundtables provide leaders with program ideas, information on policy and events, and skill development opportunities. It is a forum for sharing experiences and enjoying fun and fellowship with other Scout leaders. When skillfully executed, the roundtable experience will inspire, motivate, and enable unit leaders to provide a stronger program for their scouts.

This course will give you the answers to the questions for all activates that fall under the shooting sports category.

Discover different types/ideas for service projects for your unit.

This class teaches great ways of planning your campfire programs.

This session refers to those urban communities where poverty is a prevailing influence and where community considerations require refinement and flexibility for volunteer-led packs, troops, crews and posts to be successful. Service to low-income communities is part of our Scouting roots. Lord Baden-Powell said, “Our aim is to give equal chances to all and to give the most help to the least fortunate.”

The course will discuss the concept that roundtable isn’t over when the last chair is put away. There are things that need to be completed to help get ready for the next roundtable. There are also items that need to acted on, to help units with their problems. Letting them go until later often means they don’t get done at all.
MCS 420 **Commissioner Tools**
Session Chair: Darin Sorrels  
Instructor: Darin Sorrels  
Lambert Library  
Learn how to navigate and use the tools that are needed as a commissioner to log unit visits. This course will look at everything Commissioner Tools from entering contacts and Roundtables to administrative actions like assigning units.

MCS 432 **BSA - The Best Kept Secret**
Session Chair: Debbie Spohn  
Instructor: Debbie Spohn  
Room 107  
What are you doing to get the word out that BSA is alive and well? Get some new PR ideas for your unit.

MCS 497 **Area 4 Key 3 Meeting**
Session Chair: Jay Rosenlieb  
Instructor: Rick TerBorch  
Room 401  
This area leadership huddle is an opportunity for council key 3 members to confer and share best practices.

DCS 514 **The Commissioner and the Professional**
Session Chair: Travis Williams  
Instructor: Travis Williams, Gary Carroll  
Room 204  
This course has similar content to 314, but is presented at the level of district key 3.

CED 713 **Advancement for Scouts with Special Needs – The Commissioner's Role**
Session Chair: James Munos  
Instructor: Sal Rodriguez, Michael Balingit  
Room 203  
This course will provide Commissioners with knowledge to share with unit leaders so they can provide an Advancement program which provides these youth with the Scouting opportunities to succeed.

**PERIOD 5: 12:45p – 1:35p**

**EDGE Lab** *Trainer's EDGE Laboratory*
Session Chair: Pat Moss  
Instructor: Pat Moss  
Room 300  
Instructor permission required. Inquire in period 1.

**MBC MB Counselor (continued)**
Session Chair: Joy Torrero  
Instructor: Peter & Jennifer Kurt  
Room 501  
This is a continuation from period 4 (part 2 of 2). Both periods are required for credit.

**BCS 102 Supporting Timely Charter Renewal**
Session Chair: Rice Berkshire  
Instructor: Matt Myers & Rick Poplin  
Room 302  
In this course you will: understand the process of charter renewal; identify the roles of the commissioner, charter partner, and unit leaders; and understand the consequences of failure.

**BCS 105 Resolving Common Unit Issues**
Session Chair: Stewart Lumb  
Instructor: Cathy Romagnano  
Room 301  
At the end of this training a commissioner will be able to use the Detailed Assessment to identify unit strengths and needs, understand early warning signals of unit issues, and identify focus areas for observing specific unit needs during regular contacts.

**BCS 114 Understanding and Communicating with Today’s Leaders**
Session Chair: Richard Feinberg  
Instructor: Tom Miller  
Room 303  
At the end of this training a commissioner will be able to identify the characteristics of generations within scouting’s leaders, understand the differences in relating to Generations involved in Scouting, and embrace the differences and similarities to make the scouting program stronger.

**BCS 234 Online Applications Made Easy**
Session Chair: Cindy Basham  
Instructor: Charles Lung  
Room 106  
This session will include online application processes for youth and adult applications. How to set up the unit to accept online applications and the unit's responsibility for verification and approval.

**UOS/BCS 275 Cub Scout Recruiting 101**
Session Chair: Linda O'Toole  
Instructor: Josh Bryan, Jim Garrett  
Room 600  
This class teaches proven methods on how to successfully recruit.

**MCS 307 Commissioner Service for Newly Formed Units**
Session Chair: Gavin Christen  
Instructor: Keith Fairbrother  
Room 103  
In this course, a commissioner will learn the role of a new-unit commissioner and become familiar with working side by side with a new unit organizer.
**MCS 309 Good Commissioners Need Both Head and Heart**

Session Chair: James Munos
Instructor: Sal Rodriguez

The objective of this session is to help commissioners with at least one or two years of experience reflect on some of the important qualities of good commissioner service (the "head"). The session also provides a variety of inspirational anecdotes for them to share with unit adults as well as other commissioners (the "heart").

**MCS 311 All About the ADC’s Role**

Session Chair: Ross Arnold
Instructor: Tim Shank

This course will educate the audience on the purpose of the assistant district commissioner role and how it benefits commissioner services.

**MCS 312 Recruiting a Commissioner Team**

Session Chair: Larry Kirven
Instructor: Bill & Wisey Corneli

Effective recruiting is vision-based. Your success will be greater if you have a vision for your term of service that guides you.

**MCS 314 MyScouting Tools**

Session Chair: Darin Sorrels
Instructor: Darin Sorrels

There's a lot of power in our online tool kit these days. Come learn how to unleash the full capabilities of my.scouting.org!

**MCS 315 Scouts BSA - Program Feature - Hands on activities to enhance your Roundtable and Unit Programs**

Session Chair: Debbie Spohn
Instructor: David Kampa & Chuck Monaco

This session will include ideas for action at Roundtable and at Troop meetings. Scouts love action and being involved in the meeting action. This course will include Hands-on...out of your seat...activities.

**MCS 316 Scoutbook Functions**

Session Chair: Ethan Longhenry
Instructor: Ethan Longhenry

Great! You've decided to use Scoutbook and have set up a unit. Now what? We will explore the different functions of Scoutbook and how to use them: advancement tracking, communications, planning, and reporting. Designed for Scouters and commissioners with a basic understanding of Scoutbook.

**UOS/MCS 486 High Adventure Team (HAT) and Your Unit**

Session Chair: Brandon Mejia
Instructor: WLACC HAT Team

This class teaches how HAT can up your Scouting game in the outdoors.

**MCS 498 Area 4 Commissioner Cabinet Meeting**

Session Chair: Jay Rosenlieb
Instructor: Rick TerBorch

This area leadership huddle is an opportunity for council key 3 members to confer and share best practices.

**CED 713 Scouts BSA Advancement for Scouts with Special Needs**

Session Chair: Jeff Shrewsbury
Instructor: Leesl Herman

Scouting provides special methods to make the program accessible for scouts with disabilities and special needs. This class will teach you more about how and why that works.

**PERIOD 6: 2:45p – 3:35p**

**BCS 106 Coaching Leaders**

Session Chair: Stewart Lumb
Instructor: Curtis Porter

In this course a commissioner will become familiar with the new Coaching Model and how to use it to better serve their units.

**BCS 116 Collaborative Assessments**

Session Chair: Richard Feinberg
Instructor: Gary Hodgson

At the end of this training a commissioner will be able to, understand the importance of the Collaborative Assessment, develop and Utilize a Unit Service Plan, and assess and record results of the USP in Commissioner Tools.

**UOS/BCS 276 Webelos to Scout Transition**

Session Chair: Linda O'Toole
Instructor: Don Wyatt

This class will teach how to help your AOLs in crossing the bridge to Scouts BSA.

**UOS/BCS 285 Fundamentals of Lashings and Whipping Rope**

Session Chair: Brandon Mejia
Instructor: Marty Price

In this class we will teach the fundamentals of lashings and whipping rope.
UOS/BCS 289 Where to Go Camping
Session Chair: Joy Torrero  Instructor: WLACC Camping Staff
This class teaches ideas on where to camp in SoCal with your scouts.

MCS 302 On-Time Charter Renewal
Session Chair: Rice Berkshire  Instructor: Matt Myers & Rick Poplin
This session explores leadership techniques to prepare, guide, and support units in completing accurate charter renewal applications on-time.

MCS 304 Commissioner Service For Units At Risk
Session Chair: Larry Kirven  Instructor: Bill & Wisey Cornelii
In this course indicators of units at risk, approaches for investigating units reported to be at risk and resolving the issues that have put the unit at risk are discussed.

MCS 307 Commissioner Service for Newly Formed Units
Session Chair: James Munos  Instructor: James Munos
In this course, a commissioner will learn the role of a new-unit commissioner and become familiar with working side by side with a new unit organizer.

MCS 313 Onboarding New Commissioners
Session Chair: Gavin Christen  Instructor: Keith Fairbrother
Explain why we onboard commissioners, discuss what is included in onboarding process review the onboarding process for new commissioners.

MCS 324 Preventing Commissioner Burnout
Session Chair: Ross Arnold  Instructor: Tim Shank
How many of you have at one time or another thought, “I can’t do this Scouting one more day. I’m sick of it”? We all have those feelings from time to time. Whether we work with a unit or on the Commissioner staff, we have to be ready to face the reality that everyone gets burned out with Scouting at one time or another. This course will look at some ways we can help overcome those burnout situations and motivate ourselves and others toward better tenure in the BSA.

MCS 460 Scoutbook Laboratory
Session Chair: Ethan Longhenry  Instructor: Ethan Longhenry
Come and see Scoutbook in action! We will demonstrate aspects of the functionality of Scoutbook. Come with your questions and issues.

MCS 423 Online Registration
Session Chair: Darin Sorrels  Instructor: Darin Sorrels
Learn everything about managing membership registration online. From managing beascout.org, to getting leads, and sending and approving applications, find out how your units can be more efficient with new member registration.

CED 899 Meet the Man: Jay Rosenlieb
Session Chair: Jo Ann Mo  Instructor: Jay Rosenlieb
Area 4 president Jay Roseblieb will review details of the national bankruptcy filing and answer questions for any interested participants.

PERIOD 7: 3:45p – 4:15p

MCS 499a GLAAC Leadership Huddle
Session Chair: Travis Williams  Instructor: Travis Williams
This council leadership huddle is an opportunity for all of the council's participants in today’s college to enjoy a time of reflection and recognition with their council commissioner.

MCS 499b WLACC Leadership Huddle
Session Chair: Jessica Pazdernik  Instructor: Jessica Pazdernik
This council leadership huddle is an opportunity for all of the council's participants in today's college to enjoy a time of reflection and recognition with their council commissioner.

MCS 499c SSC Leadership Huddle
Session Chair: Cindy Basham  Instructor: Cindy Basham
This council leadership huddle is an opportunity for all of the council's participants in today's college to enjoy a time of reflection and recognition with their council commissioner.
This council leadership huddle is an opportunity for all of the council's participants in today's college to enjoy a time of reflection and recognition with their council commissioner.